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On April 10th Frank Luke and Karl had a brief meeting for the following week of comment 

anywhere. Frank decided to go and get working on the upcoming user manual while Luke and 

Karl mainly discussed post-launch deployment. The group also decided to hold a meeting the 

following Tuesday. After the meeting frank went on to start writing the user manual, Karl went 

on to work on the backend server porting and Luke would go on to do some UI reworks and 

tweaks. 

Later that same day Luke made some changes to the frontend and Karl setup a github page for 

the user manual. Luke improved the UI of comments and comment vote dimensions. He also 

created some icons for said comment vote dimensions. Lastly Luke created a CafeDom function 

for creating text link elements. 

There were a few days where nothing happened until Friday the 14th where luke and karl did 

some work on the project. Luke made a few minor changes to the user manual today. Karl on the 

other hand worked on password reset requests in the front end. In the backend he worked on 

password reset mailing. He also made a few other minor tweaks and changes to the front end 

such as working on some CafeDom functions and stylizing the settings and sub-section buttons. 

The following day on the 15th Karl made some more changes to the front end. He redid the 

frontend’s manifest and worked on its debug mode. The backround script was implemented. The 

content script was also implemented today. Lastly Karl merged 3 different scripts content bg and 

café to work with each other. 



On Saturday the 16th Karl made some bug fixes to the front end and he made some additions to 

the back end. In the front end Karl fixed a bug with the browser being undefined. He also fixed 

the issue with the front end where the program wouldn’t build in npm run dev mode. As for the 

backend Karl implemented the viewuser section properly. He also finished up proper password 

encryption to protect user data. 

We will be finishing up implementing the backend on the cloud and releasing the extention. 

There will also be various minor improvements and changes to the frontend and backend code. 

We continue to work on and finish the user manual. The comment anywhere team will finish 

restyling the frontend during the following week. Our group will be meeting to discuss next 

week’s goals further after this week’s Monday class. 

 


